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PERIODIC TEST 1 (APRIL, 2023) 

SUBJECT – ENGLISH 

GRADE-IV        

TIME: 1 HOUR                    M. M: 20 

General Instructions: 

A. Read questions carefully. 

B. Draw the margin on the right side. 

C. Attempt paper neatly. 

 

  SECTION-A READING 

I. Read the given passage carefully and answer the questions that 

follow: 

Once there was an old apple tree in a farmer's garden. It could not bear fruits 

anymore. But a large number of sparrows, squirrels and other small birds and 

insects lived in the tree. 

One day the farmer decided to cut down the tree. "It has become useless," he 

said to himself. "But its wood is still strong. I can make some tables and chairs 

with the wood." He took a sharp axe in his hands and struck at the roots of the 

tree. 

At once, the birds and animals in the tree cried aloud. The grasshoppers, the 

sparrows and the squirrels came out of their holes and nests. "Please sir," they 

begged the farmer. 

"Save this tree. It's our only home!". Seeing animals crying, the farmer realised 

his mistake and went away.   
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Answer the following questions on the basis of the passage you have 

read:                                       (1X4=4) 

1) Which tree did the farmer want to cut? 

2) Who came out of their holes? 

3) Why were the animals begging the farmer? 

4) What did the farmer want to make from the wood? 

 

SECTION-B GRAMMAR 

 II. Make anagrams from these words:                      (.5X2=1) 

 i) HEART               E__ __ T __ 

ii) BREAK                  B__ K __ __ 

 

III.  Identify the subject & predicate:      (.5X2=1) 

 i) The sun rises in the east. 

 ii) The cattle are grazing in the green field. 

  

 IV. Write one Rhyming Words for the following:              (.5X2=1) 

i. Raggy –                          ii. Curly – 

 

going to school,   a big apartment ,  near the valley,   in the park , buzzed , 
swished,  screeched , creaked 

V. Complete the sentences choosing the right word from the box  

            (.5X4=2) 

a. There are twenty boys _____________________________________ 

b. He lives in ___________________________________________________ 

c. The bee __________around me  

d. The horse __________its  tail trying to drive the flies away.  
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SECTION-C WRITING 

 V. Use the hints given and complete the story:    (1x5=5) 

A farmer had four sons ______ father fell seriously ill ______ and called his _____ 

a hidden treasure ______ could not tell the exact place _______ farmer died _____ 

the farmer’s son dug the field ___________ no treasure _______ decide to sow the 

field _______had a very good crop _________ sold it  ______Got a lot of money ______ 

realised the treasure shared by their father. 

 

SECTION-D LITERATURE  

VI. Answer the following questions:      (2x3=6) 

(i) “A dog who doesn't care. 

       For any dog he meets, 

       Not even for himself” 

What can you learn about the speaker's dog from these lines? 

 

(ii)Who was Hachiko? In what condition was he found by the professor? 

 

iii) Who was Ronit’s best friend? What did he clutch to sleep and why was it 

uncomfortable? 
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